
#

76

Captain

NO

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6060 338 5.27 1.82 34 3/8 10 5/8 32 7.95 n/a 109 26

CAREER INFORMATION

Games WonGames Started

41%
2015 no major injuries 2016 no major injuries 2017 no major injuries INJURIES

Games Played

48

Any run oriented gap scheme where a lot of play action is used in the passing game offering 
him a wide range of set options 

SUMMARY

4th year offensive tackle who has started in all 48 games with no impactful injuries. 4th year in head coach Dirk

Koetter's system where he is a left tackle and a key cog in the passing protection and the run game. Good height
and weight, with very good arm length and good hand size, displaying solid athletic ability with marginal mid

and lower body bend and good lateral movement. Adequate Gap Blocking technique displaying solid get off and

pad level on combination Deuce and Trey blocks often gaining groundas a driver and holding ground using his

size well as a base blocker. Travels well in space to the second level often taking good angles on 2nd and 3rd tier
defenders leading to solid engagements. Adequate in pass protection, displays ability to set within a wide range

of techniques, his best trait is lateral movement so angle setting should be his top choice. He flashes against pure
speed rushes, rarely beaten around the edge to straight line speed adjusting angle sets to vertical sets well.

Displays solid mental processing to different pass rushing techniques and blitzes often improving recognition to

Stunts/Twists as the game goes on(out of ~200 snaps annotated showed good recognition in quarters 2-4), and
resulting in adequate play speed to respond. Shows good timing on first strikes especially when lateral

movement is required, also flashes ability to trap defenders hands but needs to improve consistency. Struggles
with his stance (in both 2 and 3 point),has trouble bending from the waist down showinglittle lower body

functional strength leading adequate play strength. In the run game this leads to him leaning forward slightly up
to and during engagement sometimes with a head tilt down just before contact. Displays marginal Zone blocking

ability, thispoor stance on reach blocks can lead to him losing balance through contact easily. Struggles with

cutting off backside 3-technique tackles in Outside Zone plays, has marginal footwork and lower body

athleticism to hook or sufficiently guide defenders to the sideline. Shows marginal competitive toughness

especially as a run blocker versus top tier talent, his game does not improve with defenders like Miami's Suh

pancaking him on a combination block. Displays poor finish in blocks across the board with the little violence

and even disengaging from blocks prematurely as the play goes away. In pass protection, the lower body bend

issues are displayed pre-engagement as he is vulnerable to club and swipe moves to his upper trunk. Displays
marginal UOH, struggles with first strike consistently leaving his hands as vulnerable target to defenders losing

leverage quickly to circular force moves.As the engagements go on, rarely shows ability to play long and often

not driving his feet, so he loses control of defenders he once controlled. Displays marginal Anchor ability,

especially against bull or speed to power rushes making his breastplate a large target, losing leverage, and

relying on his size to stop defender's momentum. His footwork is a problem here, refuses tohop relying on
staggered stance but often losing his post foot andan inability to recover. Overall, he is a durable lineman who

you can with as a back up swing tackle playing on either side who can be a stabilizing presence on a line needing

depth. He is most valuable in a run oriented gap scheme offense with a lot of play action to utilize his lateral
movement when in pass protection. Lacks the ability and bend to face top tier talent consistently or perform in a

zone based run scheme

MEASURABLES

3 year consecutive starting streak

SCHEME FIT

KEY STATS

WORST

2017: @MIN 09/24, @ARZ 10/15, @MIA 11/19, @ATL 11/26, vs DET 12/10

BEST

Tapes Viewed

PROJECTION

Pro Scouting Report

6-23-93 (25)

Durable,swing OTplaying on either side who can be a stabilizing presence on a line needing 

depth. He is most valuable in a run oriented gap scheme offense with a lot of play action to 

utilize his lateral movement when in pass protection. Lacks the ability and bend to face top 
tier talent consistently or perform in a zone based run scheme.

Lateral Movement, Size, Pass Protection Sets

UOH, Competitive Toughness, Zone Blocking, Bend, Finish

Positions StartedWinning %

48 20

15 - 2nd - TB

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Penn State (PAST)

TEAM

Tampa Bay Buccaneers

LT

Smith, DonovanLT, RT

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First) DOB (Age) Scout Name (Last, First) 

Turchyn, Nick


